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Empire Ascendant
Spinning Silver
As the witch-pyres of the Spanish Inquisition blanket Renaissance Europe in a
moral haze, a young African slave finds herself the unwilling apprentice of an
ancient necromancer. Unfortunately, quitting his company proves even more
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hazardous than remaining his pupil when she is afflicted with a terrible curse. Yet
salvation may lie in a mysterious tome her tutor has hidden somewhere on the wartorn continent. She sets out on a seemingly impossible journey to find the book,
never suspecting her fate is tied to three strangers: the artist Niklaus Manuel
Deutsch, the alchemist Dr. Paracelsus, and a gun-slinging Dutch mercenary. As
Manuel paints her macabre story on canvas, plank, and church wall, the young
apprentice becomes increasingly aware that death might be the least of her
concerns.

Kings of the Wyld
Mica Graydier would rather confront an assassin than attend a ball. As the full-time
imposter for an imperial princess, Mica must face simpering ladies, overeager
suitors, and the occasional assassination attempt. But her biggest challenge is
getting along with Princess Jessamyn herself, especially when the princess refuses
to end their imposter charade and take back her crown. When a strange man
appears in Jewel Harbor with too many Talents and an incurable case of madness,
Mica vows to find her old adversary and end his schemes for good. But she and
Jessamyn still share a single face, and as their purposes diverge, their friendship
will be stretched to the breaking point. Mica wants to serve the empire, but that
task is getting harder-and it may require the ultimate betrayal. Two missions. One
face. An empire on the brink of war. Read the sequel to The Spy in the Silver
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Palace now!

Dawnthief
“Don’t let your tongue be your worst enemy.” —John “Sonny” Franzese “You can
go a long way with a smile. You can go a lot farther with a smile and a gun.” —Al
Capone “I never lie to any man because I don't fear anyone. The only time you lie
is when you are afraid.” —John Gotti Despite the fact that secrecy is vital to the
Mob, mobsters have revealed themselves to be notorious gossips, prone to
bragging, and even outrageous loudmouths. Delve into the inner workings of the
Mob and the mindset of those who run it through these mesmerizing quotes from
some of the smoothest and most dangerous criminals, real and fictional, who ever
made headlines. Whether they’re spilling to their lawyers or making blood-chilling
threats, mobsters reveal startling insights on leadership, guilt, and loyalty. While at
times shocking, crude, and even unintentionally funny, these quotes also help us
to see the humanity behind these dark bosses of the underworld . . . and give us a
little insight into the dark side of our own natures, as well.

War of the Black Tower
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller! Stephanie Garber’s limitless
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imagination takes flight once more in the colorful, mesmerizing, and immersive
sequel to the bestselling breakout debut Caraval A heart to protect. A debt to
repay. A game to win. After being swept up in the magical world of Caraval,
Donatella Dragna has finally escaped her father and saved her sister Scarlett from
a disastrous arranged marriage. The girls should be celebrating, but Tella isn’t yet
free. She made a desperate bargain with a mysterious criminal, and what Tella
owes him no one has ever been able to deliver: Caraval Master Legend’s true
name. The only chance of uncovering Legend’s identity is to win Caraval, so Tella
throws herself into the legendary competition once more—and into the path of the
murderous heir to the throne, a doomed love story, and a web of secretsincluding
her sister's. Caraval has always demanded bravery, cunning, and sacrifice. But now
the game is asking for more. If Tella can’t fulfill her bargain and deliver Legend’s
name, she’ll lose everything she cares about—maybe even her life. But if she wins,
Legend and Caraval will be destroyed forever. Welcome, welcome to Caravalthe
games have only just begun.

Sorcerer to the Crown
Hegel and Manfried Grossbart may not consider themselves bad men - but death
still stalks them through the dark woods of medieval Europe. The year is 1364, and
the brothers Grossbart have embarked on a naïve quest for fortune. Descended
from a long line of graverobbers, they are determined to follow their family's
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footsteps to the fabled crypts of Gyptland. To get there, they will have to brave
dangerous and unknown lands and keep company with all manner of desperate
travelers-merchants, priests, and scoundrels alike. For theirs is a world both
familiar and distant; a world of living saints and livelier demons, of monsters and
madmen. The Brothers Grossbart are about to discover that all legends have their
truths, and worse fates than death await those who would take the red road of
villainy.

Low Town
Rose Justice is a young pilot with the Air Transport Auxiliary during the Second
World War. On her way back from a semi-secret flight in the waning days of the
war, Rose is captured by the Germans and ends up in Ravensbrück, the notorious
Nazi women's concentration camp. There, she meets an unforgettable group of
women, including a once glamorous and celebrated French detective novelist
whose Jewish husband and three young sons have been killed; a resilient young girl
who was a human guinea pig for Nazi doctors trying to learn how to treat German
war wounds; and a Nachthexen, or Night Witch, a female fighter pilot and military
ace for the Soviet air force. These damaged women must bond together to help
each other survive. In this companion volume to the critically acclaimed novel
Code Name Verity, Elizabeth Wein continues to explore themes of friendship and
loyalty, right and wrong, and unwavering bravery in the face of indescribable evil.
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Crossed Blades
"A master of his craft." - Forbes "No one writes with the seismic scope or primal
intensity of Joe Abercrombie." - Pierce Brown A fragile peace gives way to
conspiracy, betrayal, and rebellion in this sequel to the New York Times bestselling
A Little Hatred from epic fantasy master Joe Abercrombie. Peace is just another
kind of battlefield . . . Savine dan Glokta, once Adua's most powerful investor, finds
her judgement, fortune and reputation in tatters. But she still has all her ambitions,
and no scruple will be permitted to stand in her way. For heroes like Leo dan Brock
and Stour Nightfall, only happy with swords drawn, peace is an ordeal to end as
soon as possible. But grievances must be nursed, power seized, and allies
gathered first, while Rikke must master the power of the Long Eye . . . before it
kills her. Unrest worms into every layer of society. The Breakers still lurk in the
shadows, plotting to free the common man from his shackles, while noblemen
bicker for their own advantage. Orso struggles to find a safe path through the
maze of knives that is politics, only for his enemies, and his debts, to multiply. The
old ways are swept aside, and the old leaders with them, but those who would
seize the reins of power will find no alliance, no friendship, and no peace lasts
forever. For more from Joe Abercrombie, check out: The Age of MadnessA Little
HatredThe Trouble With Peace The First Law TrilogyThe Blade ItselfBefore They Are
HangedLast Argument of KingsBest Served ColdThe HeroesRed Country The
Shattered Sea TrilogyHalf a KingHalf a WorldHalf a War
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Winterbirth
An uneasy truce exists between the thanes of the True Bloods. Now, as another
winter approaches, the armies of the Black Road march south, from their exile
beyond the Vale of Stones. For some, war will bring a swift and violent death.
Others will not hear the clash of swords or see the corpses strewn over the fields.
Instead, they will see an opportunity to advance their own ambitions. But soon, all
will fall under the shadow that is descending. For while the storm of battle rages,
one man is following a path that will awaken a terrible power in him -- and his
legacy will be written in blood.

The Broken Heavens
“A new series filled with multifaceted characters, layered plots, and the type of
quixotic scenarios that only the imagination of Kelly McCullough could possibly
create…Brilliant!”—Huntress Book Reviews For six years, former temple assassin
Aral Kingslayer has been living as a jack of the shadow trades, picking up odd jobs
on the wrong side of the law. But the past is never dead, and Aral’s has finally
caught up to him in the beautiful, dangerous form of Jax Seldansbane—a fellow
Blade and Aral’s onetime fiancée. Jax claims that the forces that destroyed
everything Aral once held dear are on the move again, and she needs his help to
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stop them. But Aral has a new life now, with a fresh identity and new
responsibilities. And while he isn’t keen on letting the past back in, the former
assassin soon finds himself involved in a war that will leave him with no way out
and no idea who to trust… From the Paperback edition.

Taft 2012
On a stormy night in 1421, the North Sea delivers a devastating blow to Holland:
the Saint Elizabeth Flood, a deluge of biblical proportions that drowns hundreds of
towns, thousands of people, and forever alters the geography of the Low Countries.
Where the factions of the noble Hooks and the merchant Cods waged a literal class
war but weeks before, there is now only a nigh-endless expanse of grey water, a
desolate inland sea with moldering church spires jutting up like sunken
tombstones. For a land already beleaguered by generations of civil war, a worse
disaster could scarce be imagined. Yet even disaster can be profitable, for the right
sort of individual, and into this flooded realm sail three conspirators: a deranged
thug at the edge of madness, a ruthless conman on the cusp of fortune, and a halfferal girl balanced between them. With The Folly of the World, Jesse Bullington has
woven an extraordinary new tale of the depraved and the desperate.

Waylander
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A retired group of legendary mercenaries get the band back together for one last
impossible mission in this award-winning debut epic fantasy. "Fantastic, funny,
ferocious." - Sam Sykes Clay Cooper and his band were once the best of the best,
the most feared and renowned crew of mercenaries this side of the Heartwyld.
Their glory days long past, the mercs have grown apart and grown old, fat, drunk,
or a combination of the three. Then an ex-bandmate turns up at Clay's door with a
plea for help--the kind of mission that only the very brave or the very stupid would
sign up for. It's time to get the band back together. WINNER OF THE DAVID
GEMMELL MORNINGSTAR AWARD FOR BEST FANTASY DEBUT.WINNER OF THE
REDDIT/FANTASY AWARD FOR BEST DEBUT FANTASY NOVEL. For more from
Nicholas Eames, check out: Bloody Rose

The Enterprise of Death
Acclaimed author Sam Sykes returns with the second thrilling novel in his Bring
Down Heaven series. The heart of civilization bleeds. Cier'Djaal, once the crowning
glory of the civilized world, has gone from a city to a battlefield and a battlefield to
a graveyard. Foreign armies clash relentlessly on streets laden with the bodies of
innocents caught in the crossfire. Cultists and thieves wage shadow wars, tribal
armies foment outside the city's walls, and haughty aristocrats watch the world
burn from on high. As his companions struggle to keep the city from destroying
itself, Lenk travels to the Forbidden East in search of the demon who caused it all.
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But even as he pursues Khoth-Kapira, dark whispers plague his thoughts. KhothKapira promises him a world free of war where Lenk can put down his sword at
last. And Lenk finds it hard not to listen. When gods are deaf, demons will speak.

Prince of the Vale
A stunning new epic fantasy from two-time Hugo Award winner Kameron Hurley.
On the eve of a recurring catastrophic event known to extinguish nations and
reshape continents, a troubled orphan evades death and slavery to uncover her
own bloody past while a world goes to war with itself. In the frozen kingdom of
Saiduan, invaders from another realm are decimating whole cities, leaving behind
nothing but ash and ruin. At the heart of this war lie the pacifistic Dhai people,
once enslaved by the Saiduan and now courted by their former masters to provide
aid against the encroaching enemy. Stretching from desolate tundra to steamy,
semi-tropical climes seething with sentient plant life, this is an epic tale of blood
mages and mercenaries, emperors and priestly assassins who must unite to save a
world on the brink of ruin. As the dark star of the cataclysm rises, an illegitimate
ruler is tasked with holding together a country fractured by civil war; a precocious
young fighter is asked to betray his family to save his skin; and a half-Dhai general
must choose between the eradication of her father's people or loyalty to her alien
Empress. Through tense alliances and devastating betrayal, the Dhai and their
allies attempt to hold against a seemingly unstoppable force as enemy nations
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prepare for a coming together of worlds as old as the universe itself. In the end,
one world will rise - and many will perish. File Under: Fantasy [ Orphaned Child |
World at War | Blood Magic | The Fluidity of Gender]

Cold Iron
Winner, American Library Association Booklist’s Top of the List, 2019 Adult
Nonfiction Acclaimed writer Marie Arana delivers a cultural history of Latin America
and the three driving forces that have shaped the character of the region:
exploitation (silver), violence (sword), and religion (stone). “Meticulously
researched, [this] book’s greatest strengths are the power of its epic narrative, the
beauty of its prose, and its rich portrayals of character…Marvelous” (The
Washington Post). Leonor Gonzales lives in a tiny community perched 18,000 feet
above sea level in the Andean cordillera of Peru, the highest human habitation on
earth. Like her late husband, she works the gold mines much as the Indians were
forced to do at the time of the Spanish Conquest. Illiteracy, malnutrition, and
disease reign as they did five hundred years ago. And now, just as then, a miner’s
survival depends on a vast global market whose fluctuations are controlled in
faraway places. Carlos Buergos is a Cuban who fought in the civil war in Angola
and now lives in a quiet community outside New Orleans. He was among hundreds
of criminals Cuba expelled to the US in 1980. His story echoes the violence that
has coursed through the Americas since before Columbus to the crushing savagery
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of the Spanish Conquest, and from 19th- and 20th-century wars and revolutions to
the military crackdowns that convulse Latin America to this day. Xavier Albó is a
Jesuit priest from Barcelona who emigrated to Bolivia, where he works among the
indigenous people. He considers himself an Indian in head and heart and, for this,
is well known in his adopted country. Although his aim is to learn rather than
proselytize, he is an inheritor of a checkered past, where priests marched
alongside conquistadors, converting the natives to Christianity, often forcibly, in
the effort to win the New World. Ever since, the Catholic Church has played a
central role in the political life of Latin America—sometimes for good, sometimes
not. In this “timely and excellent volume” (NPR) Marie Arana seamlessly weaves
these stories with the history of the past millennium to explain three enduring
themes that have defined Latin America since pre-Columbian times: the foreign
greed for its mineral riches, an ingrained propensity to violence, and the abiding
power of religion. Silver, Sword, and Stone combines “learned historical analysis
with in-depth reporting and political commentary[and] an informed and
authoritative voice, one that deserves a wide audience” (The New York Times Book
Review).

A War in Crimson Embers
Carter has been kidnapped. Enslaved. But he's determined to fight to the end.
Jacob is a pacifist. His family destroyed. He's about to choose the path of violence
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to reclaim his son. Their world has changed for ever. Between them, they're going
to avenge it. Jacob Carnehan has settled down. He's living a comfortable, quiet life,
obeying the law and minding his own business while raising his son Carter on those
occasions when he isn't having to bail him out of one scrape or another. His days of
adventure are - thankfully - long behind him. Carter Carnehan is going out of his
mind with boredom. He's bored by his humdrum life, frustrated that his father
won't live a little, and longs for the bright lights and excitement of anywhere-buthere. He's longing for an opportunity to escape, and test himself against whatever
the world has to offer. Carter is going to get his opportunity. He's caught up in a
village fight, kidnapped by slavers and, before he knows it, is swept to another
land. A lowly slave, surrounded by technology he doesn't understand, his wish has
come true: it's him vs. the world. He can try to escape, he can try to lead his fellow
slaves, or he can accept the inevitable and try to make the most of the short,
brutal existence remaining to him. unless Jacob gets to him first and, no matter the
odds, he intends to. No one kidnaps his son and gets away with it - and if it come
to it, he'll force Kings to help him on his way, he'll fight, steal, blackmail and betray
his friends in the name of bringing Carter home. Wars will be started. Empires will
fall. And the Carnehan family will be reunited, one way or another

Legendary
Loyalties are tested when worlds collide… Every two thousand years, the dark star
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Oma appears in the sky, bringing with it a tide of death and destruction. And those
who survive must contend with friends and enemies newly imbued with violent
powers. The kingdom of Saiduan already lies in ruin, decimated by invaders from
another world who share the faces of those they seek to destroy. Now the nation of
Dhai is under siege by the same force. Their only hope for survival lies in the hands
of an illegitimate ruler and a scullery maid with a powerful – but unpredictable
–magic. As the foreign Empire spreads across the world like a disease, one of their
former allies takes up her Empress’s sword again to unseat them, and two
enslaved scholars begin a treacherous journey home with a long-lost secret that
they hope is the key to the Empire’s undoing. But when the enemy shares your
own face, who can be trusted? In this devastating sequel to The Mirror Empire,
Kameron Hurley transports us back to a land of blood mages and sentient plants,
dark magic, and warfare on a scale that spans worlds. File Under: Fantasy [ Empire
on Fire | Duplicates at War | The Royal Exchange | All Will Fall ]

The Barrow
The Raven: six men and an elf, sword for hire in the wars that have torn apart
Balaia. For years their loyalty has been only to themselves and their code. But, that
time is over. The Wytch Lords have escaped and The Raven find themselves
fighting for the Dark College of magic, searching for the location of Dawnthief. It is
a spell created to end the world, and it must be cast if any of them are to survive.
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Dawnthief is a fast paced epic about a band of all-too-human heroes. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

Black Wolves
Guns on all sides and Charlotte and Rone are being hunted. They flee from the
sadistic and power-hungry Count Catannel, who will stop at nothing to see
Charlotte, his unwilling wife, returned to him whole. Rone, a solitary mercenary
from a tribe of apostates feared and hated for their ability to use magic, is her only
hope for escape, but all she can promise him is riches in some indeterminate
future. Those who hunt her are rich and powerful beyond belief. Reaching the
Coast, escape is close at hand, but so are the agents of the enemy. Within the
walls of the decadent Masala, the Silver City, murder, theft, and betrayal lurk in
every shadow and under every rotten eave. Will Rone's guile and cleverness be
enough to get them out, or will his honor break before then? Guns and swords may
not be enough to save them From David V. Stewart, author of The Eternal Dream
series and Muramasa: Blood Drinker, comes a brand-new fantasy epic in a unique
and complex world.

In Dark Service
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The sequel to Alex Marshall's A Crown for Cold Silver, an outstanding, gamechanging epic adventure featuring an unforgettable warrior. After five hundred
years, the Sunken Kingdom has returned, and brought with it a monstrous secret
that threatens to destroy every country on the Star. As an inhuman army gathers
on its shores, poised to invade the Immaculate Isles, the members of the Cobalt
Company face an ugly choice: abandon their dreams of glory and vengeance to
combat a menace from another realm, or pursue their ambitions and hope the Star
is still there when the smoke clears. Five villains. One legendary general. A battle
for survival.

Bibliostyle
"It was all going so nicely, right up until the massacre." Twenty years ago, feared
general Cobalt Zosia led her five villainous captains and mercenary army into
battle, wrestling monsters and toppling an empire. When there were no more titles
to win and no more worlds to conquer, she retired and gave up her legend to
history. Now the peace she carved for herself has been shattered by the
unprovoked slaughter of her village. Seeking bloody vengeance, Zosia heads for
battle once more, but to find justice she must confront grudge-bearing enemies,
once-loyal allies, and an unknown army that marches under a familiar banner. Five
villans. One Legendary General. A final quest for vengence.
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A Crown of Iron & Silver
Never promise a life that isn't yours to give. New York City is decked out for the
holidays, and Special Agent Patrick Collins is looking forward to a reunion with his
old team when he gets assigned a new case. A human child is missing, and the
changeling left in her place causes a prominent witch family to demand justice
from the fae. Meanwhile, continued harassment from the New York City god pack
forces Jonothon de Vere to formally establish his own with Patrick. Doing so will
mean a civil war within the werecreature community-a war they risk losing from
the start without alliances. Making bargains with the fae is never wise, but Patrick
and Jono have nothing to lose when a fae lord comes asking for their help. The
Summer Lady has been kidnapped from the Seelie Court, and if they can find her,
Patrick and Jono will cement an alliance with the fae. But the clues to her
disappearance are found in T�r na n�g, and the Otherworld has never been kind
to mortals. Venturing past the veil, Patrick and Jono risk losing territory, time, and
their very lives while searching for answers. Because the Queen of Air and
Darkness knows they are coming-and the ruler of the Unseelie Court has an offer
for them they can't possibly refuse. A Crown of Iron & Silver is a 107k word m/m
urban fantasy with a gay romantic subplot and a HFN ending. It is a direct sequel
to All Souls Near & Nigh. Reading the prior books in the series would be helpful in
enjoying this one.
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Rose Under Fire
In this sparkling debut, magic and mayhem clash with the British elite The Royal
Society of Unnatural Philosophers, one of the most respected organizations
throughout all of England, has long been tasked with maintaining magic within His
Majesty’s lands. But lately, the once proper institute has fallen into disgrace,
naming an altogether unsuitable gentleman—a freed slave who doesn’t even have
a familiar—as their Sorcerer Royal, and allowing England’s once profuse stores of
magic to slowly bleed dry. At least they haven’t stooped so low as to allow women
to practice what is obviously a man’s profession… At his wit’s end, Zacharias
Wythe, Sorcerer Royal of the Unnatural Philosophers and eminently proficient
magician, ventures to the border of Fairyland to discover why England’s magical
stocks are drying up. But when his adventure brings him in contact with a most
unusual comrade, a woman with immense power and an unfathomable gift, he sets
on a path which will alter the nature of sorcery in all of Britain—and the world at
large…

The Sad Tale of the Brothers Grossbart
An exiled captain returns to help the son of the king who died under his protection
in this rich and multi-layered first book in an action-packed new series. Twenty two
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years have passed since Kellas, once Captain of the legendary Black Wolves, lost
his King and with him his honor. With the King murdered and the Black Wolves
disbanded, Kellas lives as an exile far from the palace he once guarded with his
life. Until Marshal Dannarah, sister to the dead King, comes to him with a plearejoin the palace guard and save her nephew, King Jehosh, before he meets his
father's fate. Combining the best of Shogun and Vikings, Black Wolves is an
unmissable treat for epic fantasy lovers everywhere.

The Little Black Book of Mafia Wisdom
"Interior designer Nina Freudenberger, New Yorker writer Sadie Stein, and
Architectural Digest photographer Shade Degges give readers a peek at the
private libraries and bookshelves of passionate readers all over the world,
including Larry McMurtry, Silvia Whitman of Shakespeare and Co., Gay and Nan
Talese, and Emma Straub. Throughout, gorgeous photographs of rooms with rare
collections, floor-to-ceiling shelves, and stacks upon stacks of books inspire readers
to live better with their own collections"--Amazon.com.

The Book, the Key and the Crown
There's a kidnapper stalking the streets in the city of Redemption. But sixteen-yearPage 19/32
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old Stori is afraid of no one and could care less—that is, until her father joins the
ranks of the missing. Emboldened by her unconditional love for her father, Stori will
stop at nothing until she finds him. And she knows the clock is ticking, as that
relentless social worker keeps threatening to place her in foster care. As she hunts
down her father through a terrain of mobsters, crooked city officials and women of
the night, she faces life threatening danger and heartbreaking disappointment, but
still she persists. Then she meets a mysterious woman who just might have the
clues that could lead her in the right direction. Aided by her new friend, Stori
continues searching.Just when she thinks she might have found him Stori's drawn
to the heart of a shocking secret about her city, her father and herself that will
change the course of her quest and her life forever.

The City of Silver
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “One of the year’s strongest fantasy novels”
(NPR), an imaginative retelling of the Rumpelstiltskin fairy tale from the bestselling
author of Uprooted. NEBULA AND HUGO AWARD FINALIST • NAMED ONE OF
PASTE’S BEST FANTASY BOOKS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY AND ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • NPR • Time •
Tordotcom • Popsugar • Vox • Vulture • Paste • Bustle • Library Journal With the
Nebula Award–winning Uprooted, Naomi Novik opened a brilliant new chapter in an
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already acclaimed career, delving into the magic of fairy tales to craft a love story
that was both timeless and utterly of the now. Spinning Silver draws readers
deeper into this glittering realm of fantasy, where the boundary between wonder
and terror is thinner than a breath, and safety can be stolen as quickly as a kiss.
Miryem is the daughter and granddaughter of moneylenders, but her father’s
inability to collect his debts has left his family on the edge of poverty—until Miryem
takes matters into her own hands. Hardening her heart, the young woman sets out
to claim what is owed and soon gains a reputation for being able to turn silver into
gold. When an ill-advised boast draws the attention of the king of the Staryk—grim
fey creatures who seem more ice than flesh—Miryem’s fate, and that of two
kingdoms, will be forever altered. She will face an impossible challenge and, along
with two unlikely allies, uncover a secret that threatens to consume the lands of
humans and Staryk alike. Praise for Spinning Silver “A perfect tale . . . A big and
meaty novel, rich in both ideas and people, with the vastness of Tolkien and the
empathy and joy in daily life of Le Guin.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Gorgeous, complex, and magical . . . This is the kind of book that one might wish
to inhabit forever.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Cool and clever and . . .
dire and wonderful.”—Laini Taylor, author of Strange the Dreamer “The
Rumpelstiltskin fairy tale has never been as captivating. . . . Spinning Silver further
cements [Novik’s] place as one of the genre greats.”—Paste

A Crown for Cold Silver
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Cold Cobalt, the Banshee with a Blade, First Among Villains . . . Queen Zosia When
there were no more titles to win and no more worlds to conquer, the warrior queen
Zosia faked her demise and gave up her legend to history. But when violence finds
its way to her door years later, she must round up her adventuring companions each surprised to see her alive - and set out for revenge. Time has not been kind to
her old comrades, and some have only their own goals in mind. Not only that, but
there's a young, beautiful and skilled general out there, gathering soldiers to her
banner for a war against the deadliest of enemies. The girl is using a legend she
did not earn, and calling herself by a name that was never hers - that of Zosia
herself.

An Imposter with a Crown
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The perfect book to get lost in this holiday
season . . . Josie Silver’s characters sneak their way into your heart and stay.”—Jill
Santopolo, author of The Light We Lost “Get ready to be swept up in a whirlwind
romance. It absolutely charmed me.”—Reese Witherspoon (A Reese Witherspoon x
Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick) Two people. Ten chances. One unforgettable love
story. Laurie is pretty sure love at first sight doesn't exist anywhere but the
movies. But then, through a misted-up bus window one snowy December day, she
sees a man who she knows instantly is the one. Their eyes meet, there's a moment
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of pure magicand then her bus drives away. Certain they're fated to find each
other again, Laurie spends a year scanning every bus stop and cafe in London for
him. But she doesn't find him, not when it matters anyway. Instead they "reunite"
at a Christmas party, when her best friend Sarah giddily introduces her new
boyfriend to Laurie. It's Jack, the man from the bus. It would be. What follows for
Laurie, Sarah and Jack is ten years of friendship, heartbreak, missed opportunities,
roads not taken, and destinies reconsidered. One Day in December is a joyous,
heartwarming and immensely moving love story to escape into and a reminder
that fate takes inexplicable turns along the route to happiness.

The Grim Company
The bloodsoaked conclusion to Kameron Hurley’s epic fantasy masterpiece – the
Worldbreaker Saga – is unleashed. The Dhai nation has broken apart under the
onslaught of the Tai Kao, invaders from a parallel world. With the Dhai in retreat,
Kirana, leader of the Tai Kao, establishes a base in Oma’s temple and instructs her
astrologers to discover how they can use the ancient holy place to close the way
between worlds. With all the connected worlds ravaged by war and Oma failing,
only one world can survive. Who will be sacrificed, and what will the desperate
people of these worlds do to protect themselves? File Under: Fantasy [ Parallel
Lives | Ruined Mothers | Zodiac War | Ultimate Sacrifice ]
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Herald of the Storm (Steelhaven: Book One)
"It was all going so nicely, right up until the massacre." Twenty years ago, feared
general Cobalt Zosia led her five villainous captains and mercenary army into
battle, wrestling monsters and toppling an empire. When there were no more titles
to win and no more worlds to conquer, she retired and gave up her legend to
history. Now the peace she carved for herself has been shattered by the
unprovoked slaughter of her village. Seeking bloody vengeance, Zosia heads for
battle once more, but to find justice she must confront grudge-bearing enemies,
once-loyal allies, and an unknown army that marches under a familiar banner. FIVE
VILLAINS. ONE LEGENDARY GENERAL. A FINAL QUEST FOR VENGEANCE.

Silver, Sword, and Stone
The final book in the Crimson Empire trilogy, a game-changing fantasy epic
featuring an unforgettable warrior. Former warrior queen and now pariah, Cold
Zosia wakes in the ashes of a burning city. Her vengeance has brought her to this her heroic reputation in tatters, her allies scattered far and wide, and her world on
the cusp of ruin. General Ji-Hyeon has vanished into the legendary First Dark,
leaving her lover Sullen alone to carry out the grim commands of a dead goddess.
The barbarian Maroto is held captive by a demonic army hell-bent on the
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extermination of the Crimson Empire, and only his protégé Purna believes he can
be saved. Zosia must rally her comrades and old enemies one last time, for what
will prove the greatest battle of her many legendsif anyone lives to tell it. FIVE
HEROES. NO HOPE. A WAR AGAINST DEVILS. The Crimson Empire Trilogy: A Crown
for Cold SilverA Blade of Black SteelA War in Crimson Embers By the same author,
writing as Jesse Bullington: The Sad Tale of the Brothers Grossbart The Enterprise
of Death The Folly of the World

The Mirror Empire
Dark, funny and intricately plotted, the first novel in R. S. Ford's Steelhaven trilogy
is perfect for fans of Joe Abercrombie and George R. R. Martin. Welcome to
Steelhaven . . . watch your back. 'You'll find yourself looking forward to what Ford
dreams up next' SFX Under the reign of King Cael the Uniter, this vast cityport on
the southern coast has for years been a symbol of strength, maintaining an uneasy
peace throughout the Free States. But now a long shadow hangs over the city, in
the form of the dread Elharim warlord, Amon Tugha. When his herald infiltrates the
city, looking to exploit its dangerous criminal underworld, and a terrible dark
magick that has long been buried once again begins to rise, it could be the
beginning of the end. . . Praise for R.S. Ford: 'Exciting and different' The British
Fantasy Society 'Violent, vicious and darkly funny' Fantasy Faction 'A perfect
example of tight, gritty, character-driven storytelling' Luke Scull, author of The
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Grim Company

A Blade of Black Steel
All of Waylander's instincts had screamed at him to spurn the contract from Kaem
the cruel, the killer of nations. But he had ignored them. He had made his kill. And
even as he went to collect his gold, he knew that he had been betrayed. Now the
Dark Brotherhood and the hounds of chaos were hunting him, even as Kaem's
armies waged war on the Drenai lands, intent on killing every man, woman, and
child. The Drenai soldiers were doomed to ultimate defeat, and chaos would soon
reign. Then a strange old man told Waylander that the only way to turn the tide of
battle would be for Waylander himself to retrieve the legendary Armor of Bronze
from its hiding place deep within a shadow-haunted land. He would be hunted. He
was certain to fail. But he must try, the old man commanded--commanded in the
name of his son, the king, who had been slain by an assassin Waylander was the
most unlikely of heroes--for he was a traitor, the Slayer who had killed the king

The Trouble with Peace
HE'S BACK. AND HE'S THE BIGGEST THING IN POLITICS. He is the perfect
presidential candidate. Conservatives love his hard-hitting Republican résumé.
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Liberals love his peaceful, progressive practicality. The media can’t get enough of
his larger-than-life personality. And all the American people love that he’s an
honest, hard-working man who tells it like it is. There’s just one problem. He is
William Howard Taft . . . and he was already president a hundred years ago. So
what on earth is he doing alive and well and considering a running mate in 2012? A
most extraordinary satire, Jason Heller’s debut novel follows the strange new life of
a presidential Rip Van Winkle: a man who never even wanted the White House in
the first place, yet finds himself hurtling toward it once more—this time, through
the media-fueled madness of 21st-century America.

One Day in December
The Grim Company, a shoddy band of misfits that includes a crippled Halfmage,
two orphans, and a manservant, must fight the Magelord Salazar, the Augmentors,
the White Lady, and demons in an effort to save the world.

A Crown for Cold Silver
Drug dealers, hustlers, brothels, dirty politics, corrupt cops . . . and sorcery.
Welcome to Low Town. In the forgotten back alleys and flophouses that lie in the
shadows of Rigus, the finest city of the Thirteen Lands, you will find Low Town. It is
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an ugly place, and its cham�pion is an ugly man. Disgraced intelligence agent.
Forgotten war hero. Independent drug dealer. After a fall from grace five years
ago, a man known as the Warden leads a life of crime, addicted to cheap violence
and expensive drugs. Every day is a constant hustle to find new customers and
protect his turf from low-life competition like Tancred the Harelip and Ling Chi, the
enigmatic crime lord of the heathens. The Warden's life of drugged iniquity is
shaken by his dis�covery of a murdered child down a dead-end street . . .
set�ting him on a collision course with the life he left behind. As a former agent
with Black House--the secret police--he knows better than anyone that murder in
Low Town is an everyday thing, the kind of crime that doesn't get investi�gated.
To protect his home, he will take part in a dangerous game of deception between
underworld bosses and the psy�chotic head of Black House, but the truth is far
darker than he imagines. In Low Town, no one can be trusted. Daniel Polansky has
crafted a thrilling novel steeped in noir sensibilities and relentless action, and set
in an original world of stunning imagination, leading to a gut-wrenching,
unforeseeable conclusion. Low Town is an attention-grabbing debut that will leave
readers riveted . . . and hun�gry for more. From the Hardcover edition.

The Mortal Tally
Fraternal twins Nels and Suvi move beyond their royal heritage and into military
and magical dominion in this flintlock epic fantasy debut from a two-time Campbell
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Award finalist. Prince Nels is the scholarly runt of the ancient Kainen royal family of
Eledore, disregarded as flawed by the king and many others. Only Suvi, his
fraternal twin sister, supports him. When Nels is ambushed by an Acrasian scouting
party, he does the forbidden for a member of the ruling family: He picks up a fallen
sword and defends himself. Disowned and dismissed to the military, Nels
establishes himself as a leader as Eledore begins to shatter under the attack of the
Acrasians, who the Kainen had previously dismissed as barbarians. But Nels knows
differently, and with the aid of Suvi, who has allied with pirates, he mounts a
military offensive with sword, canon, and what little magic is left in the world.

A Crown for Cold Silver
Action, horror, politics, and sensuality combine in this DEBUT EPIC FANTASY novel
for fans of George R. R. Martin and Michael J. Sullivan, set in the world of the Eisner
Award-nominated Artesia comic books. To find the Sword, unearth the Barrow. To
unearth the Barrow, follow the Map. When a small crew of scoundrels, would-be
heroes, deviants, and ruffians discover a map that they believe will lead them to a
fabled sword buried in the barrow of a long-dead wizard, they think they've struck
it rich. But their hopes are dashed when the map turns out to be cursed and then is
destroyed in a magical ritual. The loss of the map leaves them dreaming of what
might have been, until they rediscover the map in a most unusual and unexpected
place. Stjepan Black-Heart, suspected murderer and renegade royal cartographer;
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Erim, a young woman masquerading as a man; Gilgwyr, brothel owner
extraordinaire; Leigh, an exiled magus under an ignominious cloud; Godewyn RedHand, mercenary and troublemaker; Arduin Orwain, scion of a noble family brought
low by scandal; and Arduin's sister Annwyn, the beautiful cause of that scandal:
together they form a cross section of the Middle Kingdoms of the Known World,
united by accident and dark design, on a quest that will either get them all in the
history booksor get them all killed. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Folly of the World
A dark, swashbuckling epic fantasy by the author of War of the Black Tower. Black
times have come to the kingdom of Felgrad. Once one of the jewels of the
Crescent, now the dark powers have turned their gaze upon it, and Giorn Wesrain,
son of the baron of Fiarth, has become inextricably drawn into the machinations of
the Dark One, along with his beloved Niara, High Priestess of Illiana. The shadow
loomed. Two eyes burned from it, devouring and all-consuming. Baleron felt a chill
course down his spine. His fingers curled more tightly around the pommel of his
sword. And then the ancient evil spoke … When Baleron’s brother is slain in a
vicious attack, Baleron learns that the Dark Lord of legend is plotting to overthrow
the goodly kingdoms of the Crescent, that fragile bulwark between the soft
northern kingdoms and the foul empire of Oslog to the south. If the Crescent falls,
so will the world. Hounded by agents of the Enemy, Baleron, the youngest son of
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the King of Havensrike, the black sheep of the royal family, returns to the capital
city of the kingdom. There his father gives him one last assignment to redeem
himself in the King’s eyes. But disaster strikes, his sister is taken, and the Enemy
launches a devastating blow. Baleron learns a shocking secret, that he is tied to an
ancient prophecy. The words of the prophecy say that he, Baleron Grothgar, will be
the fated champion of the Dark Lord. War of the Black Tower is the story of
Baleron’s quest to throw off this destiny, save his sister and his kingdom, and
defeat the Dark Lord for good. This is the first volume in a sprawling, action-packed
series by USA Today and New York Times bestselling author Jack Conner. If you like
Terry Goodkind, R. A. Salvatore or J. R. R. Tolkien, you’ll love this thrilling dark epic
fantasy. Scroll up to grab your copy today!
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